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wegian studies into a dissertation. The rest of
the year involved oveddll in the collection of
data because I knew that after getting back to
the US and working through a more formal
conceptual framework, there would be rio
second round of data gathering.
I returned to Carnegie at if in~ewhei
Itechest Simon was heading two prpiects that
gave inspiration and ssspport. The first was a
similar set of systematic field observations of
managerial decision malth~widch had several
in over 225 publications since 1966.]
of us wostyi~about how to move inductively
from data Ilke those I had gathered to u.eful
concepts and theory. The second, with Skaw
and Newell, was a RAND study of the SAGE
early warning defe~system, in which for
Why Such Differences in
otherpurposes they had found it useful to talk
Management?
of “tM environments.”
_____
The literature about “tM environments” in
experimental sodal psychology and sociology
William R. Dill
was thin, and the 1950s were peali years for
Office of the President
organization theorists to prumu~ generalities
Babson College
about administrative theory, as ifdifferences
Wellesley, MA 02157-0901
in mission and setting for enterprises did not
matter. It was easy to try something or,nal
in trying to describe the two firms’ environAugust 31, 1988 ments systematically, because no one eke had
tried and few people seemed to care. When
The research started as a boondo~le.After I began to report the work outside~ordy james
my master’s degree, I wanted to spend a year 0. Thompson, an acconsplished and innovative
overseas and outside the classroom. To earn comparative sociologist, showed much intera fulliright grmst to Norway, I pr.uposed a field
est.
The article was discovered and cited heavily
study offactors influencing the degreeof centralization in the management of industrial 5-15 years later when scholars finally admitted
firms. After three months of interviews in a that administrative truths had to be qualified
dozen firms, I had learned the hard way that by organizational circumstance. The articledid
“degree ofcentralization’ was a mushy con- not provide an abiding and testable theory. It
did, as a precursor of current approaches, deal
cept and that there were no good schema
around for categorizing the environmental in- with environment as a pattern of information
fluences that made managements organize and flows. It was intended—and still looks respectable—as a careful comparative case analysis,
operate so differently.
Bemused chief executives let me spend the as a source of some induced hypotheses, and
rest ofthe year doing intensive data gathering as a fervent argument for the importance of
by interview, observation, and survey in two designing and measuring managements in refirms that seemed tobe polar .-ppo~--in one lation to the settings in which they operate.
dimension of centralization: the de~eeofanA good measure of how the article has had
tonomy the president granted key .i~ordlnates impact is given by Stanley
1 H tidy in his analyfor matting decisions. And I accepted an iswi- s4~of or~arAzations. A cos~4eof recent
tation back to Carnegie toes~rtheir new PhD papers that cite this article deal with principrogram on the promise that, even though I ples such as “task environments’~and execwas gntherin~my data before my final course utive and 3environmental characteristics of
worit and exams, I could try to malte my Nor- companies.
In the heyday or promulgating general theories, applicable to any kind or organization, roy thesis was
counterpoised as an inquiry Into how environmental
conditions made organizations look and operate differently. It emphacized the importance of setting and
showed how systematic study ofvariations in environment could explain differences in managerial power
relationships and decision making. It showed how
such studies could be done a decade beforemost students of organizations agreed they were important.
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